Introduction
We believe that the machine learning ability of the n-th waves of Artificial Intelligence (AI) will eventually approach the Darwinian animal survival level of Natural Intelligence (NI), as n>4.We observe animals satisfying the sufficient conditions of "having homeostatic brains at constant temperature regardless of the external environment, and equipped with the power of paired sensors" shall exhibit NI at the survival level. For example, Homo sapiens have 5 pairs of sensors: two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, two sides of tongues, two sensing hands. We believe that this an adaptive trait for fast pre-processing for survival, i.e., "when the sensors agree, there is a signal; when the sensors disagree, it is noise" In this short communication, we shall show that NI follows a minimum free energy cost function for learning rule derived from thermodynamics, rather than the classical least means square (LMS) cost function derived from statistics that has previously organized many machine learning systems. The performance cost function will be the essential difference. We begin with the following summary theorem:
Theorem of minimum free energy for natural intelligence
Unsupervised learning based on Minimum Free Energy may be derived from the first two laws of thermodynamics. The second law defines the change of heat energy Q ∆ to be proportional to the change of Boltzmann entropy S ∆ and the proportional constant 0 T is the Kelvin absolute temperature.
Then we can begin with the definition of entropy of Ludwig Boltzmann (as formulated by Max Planck) 3
(3) We define brain H as free energy of the brain, or the useful energy of the brain, total energy less thermal energy.
(4)
Derivation
From the first law of thermodynamics, conservation of energy between the environmental thermal reservoir heat energy 0 res res Q T S ∆ = ∆ kept at the temperature 0 T and brain internal energy ; 0 brain res brain
Thus, when we integrate and drop the constant, we have 0 res brain
We have arrived at
exp exp exp res brain brain brain brain
Where Now we must move to the anatomy of brain neural physiology. Our brains have approximately 10 billion neurons which have sigmoidthreshold output firing rates (While the sigmoid is linear near the threshold, it becomes nonlinear saturating away from the threshold). Neurons are represented by the following model ( Figure 1 ) (Appendix 1): (5) Unified learning rules based on different cost functions Volume 
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Opinion Open Access and 100 billion of neuroglial cells working in the g-lymph system in our brains. Our unsupervised learning rule requires their symbiotic collaboration as follows ( Figure 2 ): We shall mathematically introduce the A.M. Lyapunov control theory of monotonic convergence 5, 6 as a constraint to our model of brain free energy. , ,
i j i j brain brain Two neuronal input/output (I/O) states must be normalization with a norm that turns out to be the sigmoid logic. This is consistently obtained from the canonical probability of usable brain energy as follows: Let's consider "calcium ions" used in the communication vehicles among neurons (repuling one another like "ducks" walking & quacking across the axon road (but ushered in a line-up (by ten times more and ten times smaller house cleaning) neuralgia cells)) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) If & only if the following learning rule is true will learning exponentially converge:
